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ABSTRACT

If the material is to be delivered effectively, organizations need to understand the human side of cyber 
security training. In this chapter, the authors draw upon over a decade of experience in creating and 
adapting training and resources with the help of industry professionals and feedback from clients, which 
has led to a successful and highly acclaimed approach to cybersecurity education. The resulting discus-
sion considers how to adopt the right approach to cybersecurity training for organizations, with training 
modules that cater to end users, and which are designed to ensure maximum retention of information by 
presenting short, humorous, animated scenarios that are relatable for the target audience.

INTRODUCTION

For organizations looking to meet compliance requirements or develop a security conscious workforce, 
this chapter can be used to provide insight into the different approaches to educating the workforce and 
the different tools and techniques to help develop an established awareness campaign. Understanding 
and assessing the needs of an organization is essential for the ongoing engagement of learners’ interest 
in cybersecurity. While awareness campaigns are now becoming more commonplace in organizations 
many see the information as guidance rather than rules, some may even see it as a tick box exercise and 
cumbersome to integrate into staffs’ roles, also possibly perceived as negatively affecting the performance 
in their tasks and activities.
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As well as communicating the fundamental teachings of cybersecurity it is also necessary to under-
stand how learners take in information. This chapter presents hints and tips on how to differentiate, plan 
and manage training sessions, courses and modules to best fit the organization’s needs and those of its 
learners. This tactic allows more informed decisions about how to approach cybersecurity training and 
the benefits and problems with each tactic. Organizations can utilize combinations of different tactics 
to teach learners how to be safe and secure when engaging with the digital environment.

It is vital to provide factual and critical information when educating the workforce in the correct 
attitudes and behaviors to conduct within the organization. Cybersecurity training will also provide 
skills to navigate themselves more securely online with broader society. Adequate training is more 
than just providing the facts, and how to apply them, the most effective training changes how learners 
change their attitudes and behaviors in the long-term, it changes how the individuals engage with others 
online, their self-awareness and their ongoing interest in the education of cybersecurity. Cybersecurity 
awareness should not stop once a learner leaves an educational environment. Great training inspires and 
encourages learners to develop an inquisitive mind, not just for organization security but their personal 
security and those around them.

All organizations have the opportunity to become cyber secure; this is known as Cybersecurity Cul-
ture (CSC) which refers to people’s behavior, knowledge, perceptions, attitudes, assumptions, norms and 
values interacting with technology and devices. Good CSC should encompass an understanding of the 
current culture within an organization and the gap before the ideal culture. The European Union Agency 
for Network and Information Security (ENISA) states that CSC should:

Encompasses familiar topics including cybersecurity awareness and information security frameworks 
but is broader in both scope and application, being a concern with making information security consid-
erations an integral part of an employee’s job, habits and conduct, embedding them in their day-to-day 
actions (ENISA, 2018).

This chapter provides practical help and support towards establishing the needs of learners and 
readers will be asked to consider, reflect and re-evaluate their teachings with feedback from learners. 
Whether organizations are at the start of the journey of educating their workforce, or part way through, 
and whether they are handling the training internally or externally, the chapter aims to provide the in-
formation required to create an efficient and effective learning plan.

WHY TEACH CYBERSECURITY ONLINE?

Learning is sometimes more useful as an isolated activity; many learners enjoy learning flexibly at their 
own pace, others prefer to learn in a social context. Using the courses provided by Bob’s Business as 
an example, the aim is to combine the best of both, with online learning being accessible in the office 
or on the go. Training can be in a group environment, and post-training discussion is encouraged with 
extra learning re-enforcements and resources.

Although there is a now a recognized, established and growing need for cybersecurity training for 
organizations there is a fundamental lack of understanding of how to treat and educate workforces. An 
active CSC will drive changes in policy, procedures and everyday activities; the motives for different 
organizations to conduct cybersecurity training are different across the board. Cyber threat awareness 
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